Survival following pulmonary rehabilitation in patients with COPD: the effect of program completion and change in incremental shuttle walking test distance
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Rationale: Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) in patients with COPD has consistently been shown to produce benefits in exercise capacity, symptoms, and health status. The data surrounding survival following PR are less clear. Our aims were to compare the long-term survival in two cohorts of patients referred for PR; those who successfully completed PR, and a comparator group constructed from patients who either did not complete PR or did not start the program. Additionally, we compared survival between those people who were able to achieve a clinically meaningful improvement in exercise capacity (incremental shuttle walking test) following PR with those who were not.

Methods: A retrospective longitudinal analysis of clinical service outcomes was conducted to compare the long-term survival in “completers” and “non-completers” of rehabilitation at two hospitals within the University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust from January 1, 2000 to February 23, 2012. For “completers”, we also analyzed survival in those meeting (and not meeting) the desired level of change in the incremental shuttle walking test (≥50 m vs <50 m).

Results: We present to you the largest dataset on this topic (n=1,515). Survival data were ascertained for 823 (54.3%) patients with COPD who had completed a course of PR and for 692 (45.7%) patients who dropped out. Survival time was significantly greater in “completers” compared to “non-completers” of PR (p<0.001). In addition, PR success (≥50 m change in walking distance) was also associated with improved survival (p<0.05).

Conclusion: The data show an association between completion of PR and survival. In addition, PR success (>50 m change in walking distance) was also associated with improved survival.
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Introduction
Globally, 2.75 million deaths are attributed per annum to COPD, making it the third most common cause of death and projected to rise even further. Most therapies for COPD are focused on providing symptomatic relief and managing disease exacerbations rather than prolonging life.

Pulmonary Rehabilitation (PR) has established efficacy in the management of COPD and is recognized as a cornerstone of treatment in international disease management guidelines. The evidence base for PR in patients who consider themselves disabled by their symptoms is centered on its impact on exercise performance and health status. We know that physical activity and exercise capacity influences all-cause mortality for patients with COPD, yet the data surrounding survival following...
PR are less clear. One would presume that because baseline exercise capacity influences survival,\(^4\) and because PR improves exercise tolerance,\(^5\) that intuitively PR would improve survival. However, the latest Cochrane systematic review of PR following an acute-exacerbation\(^10\) indicated that, when data from small trials are pooled, rehabilitation has no real effect on mortality. However, none of the studies were powered for mortality. Of the six studies included in the review, one showed a positive effect of PR on mortality,\(^11\) one a negative effect,\(^12\) and four no effect.\(^13–16\) In stable patients, one study, from more than 20 years ago\(^17\) did find a slight, but non-significant difference in survival between an 8-week comprehensive PR group (67%) and an 8-week education alone group (56%) at 6 years follow-up \((p=0.32)\). However, long-term randomized trials where PR is withheld from a control group are today ethically unacceptable because the benefits of PR are so compelling.\(^5\) Currently this question can only be addressed indirectly by comparing long-term survival in two cohorts of patients referred to PR; those who successfully complete PR and those who do not complete the program.

In recent times, a few studies have observed survival in patients who have completed rehabilitation. Most recently and reported in this journal, Camillo et al\(^18\) have examined the impact of baseline and change in the 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) following rehabilitation on 5-year survival. They were able to show that both low 6MWD at baseline (<350 m) and a lack of improvement in the 6MWD following rehabilitation (<30 m change) were associated with worse 5-year survival in 423 patients with COPD. However, this study included those who had completed 3 months of rehabilitation (the effect of non-completion is unknown) and used the 6MWD as the outcome of interest. Previous studies had similarly shown that the 6MWD is a strong predictor of mortality.\(^19–21\) One study has observed the relationship between survival and exercise tolerance (using the incremental shuttle walking test [ISWT]) prior to rehabilitation. In this study, Ringbaek et al found that the risk of death increased markedly when the ISWT at baseline was <170 m (relative risk =2.84)\(^22\) from data on 416 patients.

To our knowledge, only one previous study has compared the survival rates in patients with COPD who completed PR \((n=116)\) and those who did not complete the program (either dropped out or declined to take part, \(n=130)\). In 2004, Cote and Celli used the BODE (Body mass index [BMI], airflow Obstruction [FEV\(_1\)], Dyspnea [Medical Research Council (MRC) grade] and Exercise capacity [6MWD]) index as a predictor of survival in completers and non-completers of PR. The BODE index did improve by 19% in the completed PR group, although returned to baseline by 2 years. It is likely that changes in the 6MWD and/or dyspnea drove this change following PR, although this was not reported. At 2 years they found that respiratory mortality was 7% in the completed PR group vs 39% for the no PR group.\(^23\) However, no previous studies have compared completers and non-completers of PR and used the change in ISWT as the outcome on which to examine survival status. As well as these unique aspects to our study, we report the largest dataset on this topic to date \((n=1,515)\).

Our research question was: is the completion of PR associated with improved survival? Our aims were to compare the long-term survival in two cohorts of patients referred to PR; those who successfully completed PR, and a comparator group constructed from patients who either did not complete PR or did not start the program. Additionally, we compared survival between those people who were able to achieve a clinically meaningful improvement in exercise capacity (ISWT) following PR with those who were not.

**Methods**

We conducted a retrospective observational study of longitudinal outcomes on all patients with a confirmed diagnosis of COPD who had been assessed for outpatient-based PR at two hospitals within the University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust from January 1, 2000 to February 23, 2012.

**Sample**

A total of 1,515 patients had predominately been referred to the PR service by respiratory physicians or GPs in primary care and were largely stable (not post-exacerbation). Participants were included for analysis if they had given their written consent for their data from the PR assessment to be recorded and evaluated for audit purposes. The only exclusion criteria were either no record of written consent or missing data for the unique hospital patient number which would preclude ascertaining mortality status for the individual. The study was considered by the UK National Regional Ethics Service, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire and Rutland Research Ethics Committee to be an evaluation of a clinical service and as such, not requiring ethical approval.

**Measures**

All measures and outcomes recorded were part of the clinical care of patients referred to the PR service. Spirometry was performed at baseline according to accepted international standards.\(^24\) Outcome measures were recorded by a trained
health care professional at the initial assessment for PR and following completion of the program. Maximal exercise capacity was assessed using the ISWT. During exercise testing, resting and post-exercise oxygen saturation and heart rate were recorded. The ISWT was performed on at least two occasions at baseline to reduce any learning effect. Age and gender were recorded together with smoking history, height and weight, self-reported exercise limitation (using the MRC dyspnea scale), and oxygen use. Severity of COPD on spirometric classification was assigned as per the 2007 GOLD guidelines.

The PR program was a 7-week, outpatient-based program where patients attend 2-hour sessions twice a week, aligned with international standards. The exercise component of the program was predominately centered on endurance-based walking and prescribed at a level equating to 85% of predicted peak maximal oxygen uptake (VO\(_2\)), calculated using the value for the maximum distance achieved on the ISWT at initial assessment. Additionally, patients were given a home exercise program to follow which encouraged daily walking. The program also had a strength training component based on American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) guidelines where patients carried out upper and lower limb strength exercises three times a week using free weights, both at the hospital and at home. The education program contained advice and information on a range of topics such as medication and inhaler technique, coping with breathlessness and chest clearance, exacerbation management, energy conservation, relaxation skills, and the importance of exercise, and was predominately delivered in an informal lecture-based format with opportunity for questions and discussion to support behavior change. Following completion of the program, patients were advised to continue their walking and strength exercises at home but there were no formal follow-up arrangements.

Mortality status and calculation of length of follow-up

As our program has been running for many years, some patients had been assessed for PR on more than one occasion. In this event, it was decided to use baseline data relating to the first completed PR episode, termed the index assessment, to calculate length of follow-up. For patients who had been assessed more than once but each time had either dropped out of PR or not started the program at all, we used baseline data relating to the first contact with the PR service to calculate length of follow-up. Mortality status for each identified patient was ascertained by interrogating the hospital database on February 23, 2012. If patients were alive on this date, then the number of days from the date of the index PR assessment to February 23, 2012 was calculated. If patients had died then the number of days from date of the index assessment to date of death was calculated.

Completion of PR and “response” to exercise training

Patients were classified as having completed a course of PR if they had any data recorded for a post-PR assessment. The dataset was rigorously checked for duplicates to ensure that no patient was classified as both having completed a course of PR and also as a drop out from the program. For those patients who completed PR, we further subdivided people into those who were classified as having successfully “responded” to exercise training, ie, they achieved a change in ISWT distance following PR of 50 m or more (rounded up from the value of the minimal clinically important difference [MCID] of the ISWT =47.5 m) or as a “non-responder” to exercise training if the change in ISWT was <50 m.

Statistical analysis

Baseline differences were compared between those patients who completed PR and “non-completers”, as well as between “responders” and “non-responders” to exercise training using independent t-tests for continuous variables while chi squared tests were used to compare categorical variables. Survival time was compared for “completers” and “non-completers” and “responders” and “non-responders” using Kaplan Meir survival analysis. Differences in survival in both cases were analyzed with the use of the log rank test. Cox regression analysis was used to generate regression beta coefficients (B) for a range of baseline variables (age at assessment as a time dependent variable, FEV\(_1\), BMI, MRC grade, baseline ISWT distance, gender, use of oxygen and pack years smoked) to determine factors that independently predicted survival. The model was run twice, firstly to include the effect of completion of rehabilitation on survival and secondly to include the value of meter change in ISWT for those patients classified as “completers”. We calculated the relative reduction of risk of death for each meter change in the ISWT following PR using the value of the exponential of B (Exp B) generated in the Cox regression analysis: 100% – (100% × ExpB). Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD) unless otherwise stated. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in all analyses. Analysis was carried out using Predictive Analytics Software (PASW)
Results

Mortality status was ascertained for 1,515 patients with a confirmed diagnosis of COPD who had been assessed for PR at our institution from the beginning of January 2000 to February 2012 and fulfilled the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Table 1 presents demographic data and baseline measures for all patients at the time of the index assessment. Patients were predominately male, with FEV₁ % predicted of <50% and MRC grades 3/4. An assessment on completion of a course of PR was ascertained for 823 (54.3%) of the patients in the cohort while data were available for 692 (45.7%) patients who did not start or dropped out of rehabilitation and did not go on to complete a further course of PR.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the variables at the index assessment between those patients who completed a full course of PR and those who did not start or dropped out. Patients who did not complete PR were found to be more disabled than “completers”, with a statistically significantly worse MRC dyspnea score (median 3 vs 4, \( p<0.001 \)), lower BMI (26.53 vs 27.30, \( p=0.024 \)), and a lower baseline ISWT distance (179 m vs 216 m, \( p<0.001 \)). They were also found to be younger (68.39 vs 69.70 years) which was statistically significant (\( p=0.005 \)).

Figure 1 presents the Kaplan Meir survival analysis for completers and non-completers of PR. A statistically significant difference was found between the two groups (log rank test, \( p<0.001 \)). Of the 823 patients who completed rehabilitation, a change of \( \geq 50 \) m in the ISWT was found in 53% (n=437) of the patients, classified as successful “responders” to exercise training. Figure 2 presents the survival analysis between the responders and non-responders to exercise training and a statistically significant difference in survival time was found between the groups (log rank test, \( p<0.001 \)).

Cox regression was used to determine which factors independently predicted survival. Factors used in the model were age at time of assessment (as a time dependent variable), pack years smoked, gender, MRC grade, BMI, FEV₁ % predicted, home oxygen use, and completion of PR (Table 3). Completion of rehabilitation was found to be a significant and independent predictor of survival (\( p<0.001 \)). Other factors found to independently predict survival were higher baseline ISWT distance (\( p<0.001 \)), younger age at assessment (\( p<0.001 \)), lower (ie, better) MRC dyspnea grade (\( p=0.003 \)), higher BMI (\( p<0.036 \)), and not using home oxygen (\( p=0.034 \)). However, severity of FEV₁ (% predicted), number of pack years smoked or gender did not independently predict survival.

For those people who completed PR, a second Cox regression model was run using the same factors as described previously, but substituting magnitude of change in ISWT distance instead of completion of PR in the model (Table 4). A larger magnitude of change in ISWT was found to significantly predict survival (\( p=0.018 \)) as did higher baseline ISWT distance (\( p<0.001 \)) and higher BMI (\( p<0.001 \)), younger age at assessment (\( p=0.003 \)), and higher FEV₁ (% predicted) (\( p=0.026 \)). Using the value of the Exp B for magnitude of change in ISWT: Exp B =0.996 (CI 0.994 to 0.998) we calculated that the relative risk of dying was reduced by 0.4% for every meter improvement in the ISWT following PR: 100% − (100% × 0.996), with calculations corrected for age as a time dependent variable, BMI, MRC grade, baseline ISWT, and FEV₁ % predicted. This is more meaningful if the value of change in ISWT Exp B is raised to the power (^) equal to the magnitude of improvement in ISWT. For example, if a patient improved by 100 m following PR, then the risk of death would be 33% lower (100% − [100% × [0.996 ^100]] = 33).
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Discussion
This study supports the idea that patients with COPD who successfully complete a course of PR have a statistically significant survival advantage compared with those patients who dropped out of the program or failed to start in the first place. Previous studies have shown that exercise tolerance (either measured by the 6MWD test or the ISWT) is an independent predictor of mortality in the COPD population. Arguably therefore you might expect that by increasing exercise tolerance, you can improve survival.

This is the first study to examine survival for both “completers” and “non-completers” of PR and use the change in the ISWT as the exercise measure of interest. Additionally, we have presented the largest dataset to date on this topic (n=1,515). In our study we have found that the magnitude of change in exercise tolerance following rehabilitation predicted survival, even when the analysis was adjusted for other variables of mortality. We found that for every meter improvement in distance walked on the ISWT, the relative risk of mortality was reduced by 0.4%. Using the cut-off value for the MCID of the ISWT, if a patient improved by 50 m then the risk of death would be (100% - [100% × (0.996 ^100)] = 33) = 17.6% lower. This result was also independent of the baseline value of the ISWT.

Previous studies have shown that PR is beneficial in approximately 70% of patients in terms of exercise tolerance

Table 2 Baseline variables for those patients who completed and did not complete pulmonary rehabilitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline mean (SD) unless otherwise stated</th>
<th>Completed PR n=823 (54.3%)</th>
<th>Did not complete PR n=692 (45.7%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at assessment (years)</td>
<td>69.70 (8.57)</td>
<td>68.39 (9.65)</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men, n (%)</td>
<td>495 (60.15%)</td>
<td>414 (59.83%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, n (%)</td>
<td>328 (39.85%)</td>
<td>278 (40.17%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV₁ (L)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.53)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.52)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted FEV₁</td>
<td>47.06 (22.35)</td>
<td>47.40 (20.79)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home oxygen use, n (%)</td>
<td>115 (13.97%)</td>
<td>113 (16.33%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>27.30 (6.19)</td>
<td>26.53 (6.03)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC grade median (IQR)</td>
<td>4.0 (1)</td>
<td>3.0 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISWT (meters)</td>
<td>216.28 (128.91)</td>
<td>179.30 (139.35)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Significant at p<0.05; **significant at p<0.001.
Abbreviations: PR, pulmonary rehabilitation; BMI, body mass index; MRC, Medical Research Council; IQR, interquartile range; ISWT, incremental shuttle walking test; NS, not significant.

Figure 1 Kaplan Meir survival analysis for “completers” and “non-completers” of PR.
Note: Significant at p<0.001, log rank test.
Abbreviation: PR, pulmonary rehabilitation.

Figure 2 Kaplan Meir survival analysis for “responders” and “non-responders” in exercise training.
Note: Significant at p<0.001, log rank test.
and/or quality of life. In our study, 53% of people improved their exercise tolerance by at least 50 m, rounded up from the MCID of the ISWT (47.5 m). We found that there was a significant difference in survival between those patients who improved by the MCID (or greater) and those who did not. This may be a healthy survivor effect. It has been acknowledged that the magnitude of response to rehabilitation is highly variable with some patients showing little or no benefit at all to exercise training. This phenomenon is also true in the healthy population and could be linked to genetic factors. The lack of response may also be down to influences such as poor motivation and compliance or not being able to tolerate a sufficiently intense program as to see a training effect (“failure to intervene”). We were unable to assess whether or not the workload was the same in the two groups during PR, although exercise prescription was the same. It may be that patients who failed to improve on an exercise test, could have improved on another measure (eg, health status). In our analysis we decided to use an exercise test as our measure of response as we had the most complete data in this category. Importantly, there were no baseline differences between the “responders” and “non-responders” for the outcomes shown in Table 2 (ie, age, gender, MRC grade, FEV1).

In line with the most recent ACSM internationally recognized recommendations for physical activity and exercise for older adults, one of the key aims of PR is to support patients to adopt a healthier and more active lifestyle that will enable them to better manage their disease and improve their quality of life. PR has been proven to be effective in improving health-related quality of life, psychological morbidity, exercise capacity and fitness as well as a reduction in breathlessness. Changes in physical activity following rehabilitation are more heterogeneous and recognizes the fact that improvements in exercise tolerance are not necessarily translated into changes in physical activity, where a behavior change component is necessary. It is likely that an increase in exercise capacity and/or physical activity following PR may play a part in the mechanism of improving survival and that the level of response to exercise training also appears to be a positive prognostic factor for those able to achieve clinically meaningful gains in exercise capacity. We also found successful completion and magnitude of change in ISWT following PR to be a better predictor of prognosis than FEV1.

**Table 3** Results of Cox regression analysis to identify factors that independently predict mortality, including completion of a pulmonary rehabilitation program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>Exponential (95% CI) for B</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at assessment*</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years smoked</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.002 (0.99-1.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>1.267 (0.998-1.609)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC grade (pre-PR)</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>1.213 (1.066-1.381)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.977 (0.957-0.999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISWT (pre-PR)</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.997 (0.996-0.998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted FEV1</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.990 (0.979-1.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home oxygen use</td>
<td>-0.303</td>
<td>0.738 (0.558-0.978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of PR</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>1.560 (1.238-1.967)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *Age at assessment as a time dependent covariable, **significant at p<0.05,*
**significant at p<0.001.

**Abbreviations:** MRC, Medical Research Council; PR, pulmonary rehabilitation; BMI, body mass index; ISWT, incremental shuttle walking test.

**Table 4** Results of Cox regression analysis to identify factors that independently predict mortality, including magnitude of change in exercise capacity (ΔISWT), for patients who completed pulmonary rehabilitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>Exponential (95% CI) for B</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at assessment*</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years smoked</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.002 (0.996-1.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>1.204 (0.866-1.673)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC grade (pre-PR)</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>1.178 (0.980-1.416)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>0.937 (0.907-0.968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISWT (pre-PR)</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.997 (0.995-0.998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted FEV1</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>0.979 (0.961-0.987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home oxygen use</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.986 (0.658-1.476)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔISWT (pre- to post-PR)</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.996 (0.994-0.998)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *Age at assessment as a time dependent covariable, **significant at p<0.05,*
**significant at p<0.001.

**Abbreviations:** MRC, Medical Research Council; PR, pulmonary rehabilitation; BMI, body mass index; ISWT, incremental shuttle walking test.

**Limitations**

There are some limitations in the interpretation of our data. Detailed information regarding reason for drop out, number of PR sessions attended, number and type of comorbidities, number and duration of exacerbations were not available so it is possible that these factors were confounders. In addition, we were unable to ascertain the cause of death from our hospital database interrogation. This information may have been interesting; particularly to differentiate between respiratory and non-respiratory causes of death. The levels of physical activity or maintenance exercise performed in the follow-up period were not recorded. Previously, maintenance rehabilitation has been shown to have little or no effect on survival. We did find significant baseline differences between the patients who completed rehabilitation and those who dropped out, with patients who dropped out rating themselves as being...
more disabled by their breathlessness as classified by the MRC dyspnea scale and had a lower mean baseline ISWT value. They were also found to be slightly younger than the “completers” which was statistically, but probably not clinically, significant. These baseline differences may influence the results. However, factors such as gender, BMI, and lung function were not different between the groups. There was also no significant difference in the number of patients on home oxygen (a commonly used clinical marker of disease severity) between the groups (chi square, $p=0.201$). This study is an observation of outcomes of clinical practice. We have constructed two comparative groups; one made up of people who, for whatever reason, failed to complete PR (or did not even start on the program) but for whom we had good quality baseline data at a known time point and the other made up of people who had completed at least one course of PR. We have made strenuous efforts to verify the data for any duplication to ensure that the two groups that were compared were unique. The first complete episode was chosen as the index episode over any subsequent episodes as it was felt that this was likely to be when rehabilitation would have had the greatest impact. Important to note is that the survival of someone assessed in 2000 may be different to those assessed in 2012 due to advances in the field, differing assessment processes and changes in treatment, eg. It is also acknowledged that we have “missed” a group of patients; those who were unwilling to even refer for rehabilitation. Survival in these patients is unknown due to study selection bias.

**Conclusion and implications**

These data suggest that there is an association between the successful completion of PR and survival in patients with COPD. In addition, PR success (>50 m change in walking distance) was also associated with improved survival. There are two possible explanations for this. First, the response is as a consequence of the rehabilitation itself, ie, an improvement in general health following rehabilitation is protective. Or, second, this could indicate more positive health behaviors (such as improved physical activity, increased medication adherence, exacerbation recognition), which may have a mediating effect on prognosis. Although there are still many unanswered questions for referrers to PR, we would suggest that more attention is given to upscale referral rates to PR. Rehabilitation professionals might also like to focus on the “non-completers”, who were a more disabled group as well as the “non-responders” as again, this may have an impact on their survival and alternative modes of rehabilitation may be more appropriate for this group of patients.
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